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ARRestT/Interrogate: an interactive immunoprofiler for IG/TR NGS data
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Abstract

Motivation: The study of immunoglobulins and T cell receptors using next-generation sequencing has finally allowed exploring immune repertoires and responses in their immense variability and complexity. Unsurprisingly, their analysis and interpretation is a highly convoluted task.

Results: We thus implemented ARRestT/Interrogate, a web-based, interactive application. It can organize and filter large amounts of immunogenetic data by numerous criteria, calculate several relevant statistics, and present results in the form of multiple interconnected visualizations.

Availability and Implementation: ARRestT/Interrogate is implemented primarily in R, and is freely available at http://bat.infspire.org/arrest/interrogate/

Contact: nikos.darzentas@gmail.com

Supplementary information: Supplementary data are available at Bioinformatics online.

1 Introduction

Immunoglobulins (IG) and T cell receptors (TR) are highly adaptive molecular receptors responsible for antigen recognition in immunological responses. Fundamental to their adaptiveness is their enormous inherent variability, achieved through stochastic processes during B and T cell maturation. The advent of high-throughput profiling of IG and TR repertoires (Benichou et al., 2012) has been instrumental for understanding normal and pathologic immune responses, which include a wide range of diseases with an underlying immune cause. This unprecedented capability has also brought along novel and unique challenges.

The first task of immunoprofiling is sequence annotation, such as which variable (V), diversity (D) and joining (J) genes have been rearranged, or what is the sequence of the hypervariable complementarity-determining region 3 (CDR3). IMGT® (Lefranc et al., 2015) is the global reference in the field of antigen receptor sequence analysis and immunogenetic annotation.
Mining these inherently complex immunogenetic annotations of usually millions of reads and tens to hundreds of samples for biologically relevant information is a non-trivial task. There is an increasing number of published software applications to tackle this challenge, all with their unique features and advantages, but also limitations like limited interactivity (Alamyar et al., 2012; Shugay, 2015) or scope restricted to repertoire studies (Moorhouse et al., 2014) or minimal residual disease (MRD) monitoring (Giraud et al., 2014).

In this work, we put together in one application features and functionalities we believe are needed for wide-ranging in silico immunoprofiling. These insights are a result of collaborative efforts within the EuroClonality-NGS consortium, which strives to develop, standardize and validate in vitro assays and bioinformatics for Ig/ TR NGS analysis.

2 Methods
ARRest/Interrogate is primarily based on R and Shiny, a framework for user interactivity and web-based accessibility. The analytical core relies on the ‘data.table’ R package for efficient data handling based on advanced indexing techniques. Therefore, ARRest/Interrogate is able to maintain sufficient responsiveness even with datasets of tens of thousands of clonotypes from millions of reads and dozens of samples.

ARRest/Interrogate has four step-wise functions: input processing, data selection and filtering, comparative calculations and visualization.

2.1 Input processing
An integrated parser processes multiple IMGT/HighV-QUEST runs and their major immunogenetic annotations. Of these, the V, D and J genes and alleles are combined with the amino acid sequence of the junction (which encompasses the CDR3) to construct IMGT-like clonotypes (Li et al., 2013). These annotations are referred to as ‘feature types’ and their corresponding individual values as ‘features’; for example, feature type ‘V gene’ contains feature ‘TRBV20-1’ (Fig. 1).

2.2 Data selection and filtering
Users can annotate samples with arbitrary metadata (e.g. patient data, sampling dates) and use these to select and group samples of interest. The next necessary step is to select feature types to focus on. This creates a table of abundance per feature per sample, with abundance expressed as relative or absolute count of reads or clonotypes. Individual features can be filtered in or out using a combination of four filters: abundance, variation across samples, correlation of abundance profiles across samples, and text regular expression (see Supplementary Section S2.1).

2.3 Comparative calculations
ARRest/Interrogate can calculate and visualize differences between samples and features. Samples are compared on the basis of the abundance of a single feature (e.g. TRBV20-1), or an entire feature type (e.g. V gene). Features are compared on the basis of their abundance distributions across samples. Groups of samples can also be statistically compared, for example, to assess immunogenetic differences before and after therapy (S2.3). ARRest/Interrogate can also perform principal component analyses (PCA) of samples and features.

2.4 Visualization
Interactive views include tables; line charts, suitable for time-series analyses of clonal kinetics including MRD monitoring; bar charts; heatmaps, for sample-sample distance and sample-feature distributions; PCA scatterplots; statistical plots; and multiple sequence alignments. Customizing the visualizations (Fig. 1a, #options) includes changing axis properties like values, labels, scales, orientation; and using extra virtual features such as sums of abundances. Interactivity includes zooming, feature highlighting or hiding, and tooltips with detailed information on any data point. Finally, visualizations are interconnected, with features selected in one automatically highlighted in others.
3 Results

Results from the validation and the expert evaluation of ARResT/Interrogate based on actual research data, as well as a running example, are available in the Supplementary Material.

4 Conclusions

We presented ARResT/Interrogate, an interactive data manipulation and visualization application for NGS-based immunoprofiling. It offers a wide variety of options and aims to serve as a user-friendly platform with flexible and powerful analytical capabilities.
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